
FLAVOURS



SWEET
CREAMY
DESSERTS



Blueberry Muffin
FA1894

Tasty blueberry
muffin flavour.

Breakfast Cereal
FA1600

Mix of cereals, dried
fruits and milk.

Butter
FA0057

Classic butter
flavour, rich notes.

Butterscotch
FA0578

Caramel notes,
sweet and buttery,
typical of toffee.

Caramel
FA0345

Typical notes of
caramel sugar.

Catalan Cream
FA0590

Sweet and creamy
notes of the famous
dessert, hints of
vanilla and caramel.

Chocococco
FA2258

The unparalleled taste
of the Bounty snack.

Chocolate
FA0040

Irresistible chocolate,
sweet notes.

Chocolate Glazed
Donut
FA1638

Donut with chocolate
frosting: an
irresistible mix.

Chocopear
FA2267

A tasty mix of
chocolate and pear.

FA1809

Classic cheesecake,
with notes of cream,
vanilla and shortbread.

Cheesecake
Olympus Style

Cocoa
FA0194

Aromatic notes of
bitter cocoa.

FA2377

Amaretto with
almondy hint, may also
remind of marzipan.

Amaretto - Natural Apple Pie
FA0124

Taste of the most
classic apple pie.

Apple Strudel
FA1892

Pastry roll stuffed with
apples, raisins, pine
nuts and cinnamon.

Bavarian Cream
FA1636

Balanced mix of
custard and
whipped cream.

Caramel - Natural
FA1964

Sweet notes of liquid
caramel, characteristic
of creme caramel.

Caramel Extra
FA2351

Intense flavour,
concentrated
caramel.

Cocoa
FA2374

Cocoa
FA1850

Notes of typical cocoa
for cookie and wafer.

Medium-roasted
cocoa notes, hints of
cocoa butter.



Cocoon
FA1423

The warm embrace of
caramel and the
sweetness of apple.

Croissant
FA0204

Aroma of freshly
baked croissant,
warm and crisp.

Cookie Premium
FA1815

The famous American
cookie covered with
delicious chocolate
chips.

Cookie
FA0048

Aromatic notes of
butter and shortbread.

Custard
FA0499

The sweet,
unmistakable
aroma of custard.

Custard Extra 1
FA1811

Custard with
characteristic
butter notes.

Custard Extra 2
FA1812

Custard, balanced
mix of cream,
cream and butter.

Custard Premium
FA1557

Custard with more
pronounced creamy
notes.

Doughnut Crispy
FA1790

Freshly baked
doughnut covered in
a shower of sugar.

Eclipse
FA1218

Cocoa, mint and
vanilla, on a
background of
ripe fruit.

Eggnog
FA1956

Balanced mix of milk,
eggs and spices. 

English Cream
FA1701

Similar to custard,
with notes of vanilla
and lemon.

FA0571

Classic cream
flavour for desserts.

Fresh Cream

Golden Syrup
FA1875

A light caramel note,
with buttery hints of
cream and vanilla.

Gianduia
FA1967

Notes of roasted
hazelnut and sweet
chocolate.

FA1637

Crunchy bottom of
the cheesecake:
buttery and crumbly.

Graham Crust

Cookie Orfeo -
Natural
FA2352

The flavour of the
legendary Oreo
Cookie.

Cookie Vanilla
FA1822

The taste of the
Italian Pavesino
biscuit.

Gianduia Bitter
FA1969

Notes of roasted
hazelnut and bitter
cocoa.

Cookie Oatmeal
FA1885

Whole grain oatmeal
cookie flavor.



FA1810

Premium ice cream
with notes of cream
and vanilla.

Joker
FA1625

Zeppola flavour
enriched with
roasted notes.

Ice Cream Italian
Premium

Labyrinth
FA1424

Joy
FA1039

Sweet and fragrant
with hints of vanilla
and light roastiness.

Sponge cake, vanilla,
caramel and fruity
notes.

Lemon Cake
FA1714

Delicious aromatic
notes of lemon cake.

Lemon Curd
FA1957

Anglo-Saxon dessert
with buttery lemon
notes.

FA2246

Balanced mix of cream
and raisins with a hint
of Rhum.

Malaga - Natural

Manon Cheesecake
FA1697

Classic cheesecake
with enveloping
creamy notes.

Maple Syrup
FA0491

Maple syrup flavour,
distinctive taste
between nutty and
caramel.

Marron Glacé
Chestnut
FA2381

Typical sweet, glazed
chestnut flavour.

Marshmallow
FA0559

All the sweetness of
the classic
marshmallow.

Marzipan
FA0349

Almond paste,
reminiscent of
Sicilian dessert.

Melon Ice Cream
FA1858

Aromatic notes of
melon ice cream.

Meringue
FA0376

The characteristic
flavour of the white,
frothy cake.

Metaphor
FA1425

The taste of a crispy
cake filled with cream,
vanilla and citrus.

Millefoglie
FA2259

Typical puff pastry,
filled with chantilly
cream.

Morning Sun
FA1428

Milk combined with
the sweetness of
freshly cut fruit.

New York
Cheesecake
FA1635

Mix of cream cheese
and shortbread.

Nonna's Cake
FA1335

Grandma's cake, with
shortbread and
custard.

Honey
FA0263

Sweet and fruity, 
notes of Acacia
Honey.



Oba Oba 
FA0306

Sweet notes of
vanilla, may be
reminiscent of cotton
candy.

Pandoro
FA0305

Pandoro with buttery,
sweet notes and light
hints of citrus.

Panettone
FA0304

Panettone with
buttery and sweet
notes.

Panna Cotta
FA2289

The creaminess of
cream and the exotic
sweetness of vanilla.

Peanut Butter
FA2391

Typical peanut butter
with light roasted
notes.

Speculoos - Natural
FA2007

Spicy with hints of
cinnamon, reminiscent
of the famous Lotus
cookie.

Strawberry Ice
Cream
FA1859

Aromatic notes of
strawberry ice cream.

Tiramisù
FA0252

Balanced blend of
coffee, cookie and
mascarpone cream
notes.

FA2268

Tiramisu proposed in a
special version, Rhum
flavoured.

Tirummisù Toblerone - Natural
FA1988

The traditional and
tasty Toblerone.

Torrone
FA0084

Torrone flavour, with
hints of almonds and
honey.

Sweet vanilla
tiramisu with hints of
berries.

UP
FA1427

Vanilla - Natural
FA1739

Classic and natural
vanilla.

Vanilla & Fruit Mix Vanilla & Melon
FA2260FA2257

Vanilla Cereal Mix
FA1702

A mix of tasty cereal
and vanilla.

Tasty blend of vanilla
and red fruits.

The freshness of melon
sweetened by vanilla.

Vanilla Bourbon
FA0037

Notes of
Madagascar pod,
slightly woody.

FA0005

Notes of the most
classic vanilla.

Vanilla Classic Vanilla Ice Cream
FA1634

Aromatic notes of
vanilla ice cream.

Vanilla Pastry
FA2338

Sweet vanilla with
notes of custard.



FA1932

Reminiscent of the
taste of flavoured
popcorn.

Vanilla Pop Corn Vanilla Waffles
FA1795

Sweet waffles with
notes of vanilla.

Vienna Cream
FA0377

Triumph of meringue,
egg, milk.

Whipped Cream
FA0017

Cream for desserts,
with more buttery
notes.

White Chocolate
FA2331

White chocolate with
sweet and buttery
aromatic notes.

wOw
FA1422

Fried doughnut with
fruit filling and sweet
notes of vanilla.

Yogurt
FA0423

Flavour of classic
white yogurt.

Zeppola
FA1556

The taste of the typical
Sicilian dessert.

FA0015

Sweeter notes than
classic vanilla.

Vanilla Tahity



FRUITY



Ace
FA1627

A fresh mix of
tropical fruits.

Almond
FA0128

Recalls the taste of
almond, milk, soft
macaroon.

Almond Roasted
FA1931

Roasted almond
flavour.

Apple
FA1721

Crispy and juicy
apple.

Apple Granny
Smith
FA2310

Green apple,
crisp with tart
notes.

Apple Stark
FA0042

Red apple, sweet
and fragrant.

Apricot
FA0197

Classic apricot,
orange and ripe.

Apricot Pulp -
Natural
FA2375

Juicy flesh, more
intense scents.

Avocado
FA1852

Aromatic notes
of avocado.

Banana
FA0125

Aromatic notes of
ripe banana.

Banana
FA2372

Intense banana, with
candy notes.

Banana Candy
FA1823

Flavour of sweet
banana candy.

Bergamot - Natural
FA0580

Citrus bergamot,
typical bitter notes.

Berries Extra
FA1878

The aromatic joy of
berries, in extra
concentration.

Bilberry
FA0163

Sweet mountain
blueberry.

Bilberry Extra
FA1856

Juicy, ripe blueberry.

 
 

Black Cherry
FA0362

The deep and
intense taste of
black cherry.

Blackberry
FA0033

Full flavour of ripe
blackberry.

Aromatic notes of
currants, without
hints of sourness.

Blackcurrant
FA0290

Blueberry Fruity
Candy
FA1677

The chewy sweetness
of candy blueberry.



Blueberry Juicy
Ripe
FA1688

Blueberry, ripe
and juicy.

Cactus
FA1865

Unusual and
alternative, green
notes like cactus.

Cedar - Natural
FA1937

The Mediterranean
flavour of cedar.

Cherry
FA0122

The irresistible taste
of ripe cherry.

Cherry
FA1888

The classic cherry
flavour.

Cherry Dark
FA1711

Intense black
cherry flavor.

Cherry Juice
Sweet
FA1813

Exquisite and sweet
taste of a cherry juice.

Chestnut
FA0516

Rich flavour of boiled
chestnut.

Cider Apple
FA1803

Lightly fermented
apple juice with mild
sweet and raisin notes.

Tasty flavor of
citrus cream for
desserts.

Citrus Fiordilatte -
Natural
FA0993

Marked citrus notes
of orange, lemon,
tangerine, grapefruit.

Citrus Mix
FA0140

Citrus Mix
FA1695

A sparkling mix of
lemon and orange.

Coconut
FA0058

The exotic, sweet
and lingering taste of
coconut.

Coconut Berries
Mint
FA1717

The exotic freshness
of coconut and  the
delicacy of berries.

Cold Pressed Lime
FA0577

Citrus notes typical
of Lime.

Distilled Lime -
Natural
FA0483

Citrusy and
fresh notes.

Double Apple
FA2373

Balanced mix of red
and green apples.

Dragon Fruit
FA1621

The sweet and
delicate flavour of
this Asian fruit.

Estragon
FA1883

"Tarragon" plant. It
may be reminiscent
of anise or licorice.

Feijoa
FA1876

Sweet tropical fruit,
green notes of feijoa.



Fig - Dried
FA1842

The delicate and
savory flavour of
dried fig.

Fig Fresh
FA0402

Aromatic notes of the
red fig, the juicy taste
of the pulp.

Forest Fruit Mix
FA0063

The tasty
forest mix.

Forrest Fruits
FA1696

The sweet and
balanced harmony
of berries.

Fruit Mix
FA1740

Pineapple, banana,
and guava for a
tropical flavour.

Fruit Mix Citrus
FA1730

The winning
combination of citrusy
aromatic notes.

Fuji
FA0702

Red apple with yellow
undertones, crisp and
sugary.

Grape
FA0413

Grapes with more
acidic notes.

Grape - White
FA0135

Aromatic note of
white table
grapes.

Grape Concord
FA0156

American grape with
notes of strawberry.

Grapefruit
FA0291

Yellow grapefruit of
Calabria.

Grapefruit Candy
FA1871

The mouthwatering
sweet gelée candy
flavour.

Guava
FA0026

Notes of peach with
tones of vanilla and
fresh scent.

Hazelnut
FA1719

The flavour of
roasted hazelnuts.

Hazelnut
FA0002

Unique flavour of the
Piedmont Hazelnut.

Characteristic of
medium-roasted
hazelnut.

Hazelnut -
Medium Roasted
FA2447

Hypnotic Myst
FA0581

Intriguing flavour,
hints of grapes and
caramel notes.

Jack
FA1626

Flavour of strawberry
accompanied by
notes of vanilla and
caramel.

Jocote Plum
FA1784

Tropical fruit with
slightly sour
aftertaste.

King
FA1628

Currant gummy
candy, slightly bitter
aftertaste.



Kiwi
FA0241

Sweet kiwi flavour at
perfect ripeness.

Taste of kiwi, very
sweet and ripe to the
right degree.

FA1722
Kiwi Lemon Candy

FA1890

Lemon candy
flavour.

Lemon Lime
FA1708

The fresh mix of lime
and lemon.

Lemon Meyer
FA2311

Mildly scented and less
sour lemon, orange and
cedar notes.

Lemon Sicily -
Natural
FA0203

The flavour of the
classic Mediterranean
lemon.

Lemongrass
FA1713

Notes from the
aromatic plant with
intense flavour.

Lime Florida Key -
Natural
FA1567
Peel aroma with
sour-sweet notes,
typical Key Island
fruit.

Longan Fresh
FA1778

Asian tropical fruit
similar to lychee fruit.

Lulo
FA1800

A South American
fruit, it may be
reminiscent of
eggplant and tomato.

Lychee
FA0384

Sour Lychee and
sweet.

Mandarin
FA0038

Taste of the traditional
mandarin.

Mango
FA0078

Classic mango,
with tart notes.

Mango - Fresh
Natural
FA2353

Ripe mango, with notes
of the fresh fruit (hints
of Papaya).

Mango Fruity
Juicy
FA1687

Mango juice flavor.

Mango Green
FA1818

Notes of the typically
unripe mango.

Mango Indian
Special
FA1689

Notes of ripe mango,
freshly landed from
India.

FA1703
Mango Tropical

Tropical mango,
sweet and fresh.

Similar to lychee, tart
and sweet.

Mangosteen
FA0437

Melon
FA1725

Fragrant, sweet-
smelling melon.



Melon
FA0123

Classic melon with
intense flavour.

Melon
FA1884

The summer flavour of
fresh melon.

Melon Mega
FA1737

Fresh, fruity
melon.

Monsoon
FA0734

Floral fruit combined
with the sweetness
of vanilla.

Mulberry
FA1774

The taste of freshly
picked mulberries.

Nut Mix
FA0517

Dried fruit mix:
almond, hazelnut,
pistachio, cashew.

Orange
FA0076

Blonde orange,
Ribera type.

Sweet Orange -
Natural
FA2280

Very sweet blond
orange, Ribera type.

Orange Blood
FA1566

The juicy flavour of
blood orange.

Orange Royal
Juice
FA1568

The rich, full taste of
orange juice.

Papaya
FA0385

Ripe papaya of
the tropics.

Papaya Indian
Special
FA1798

Fragrant fresh fruit
scent.

Passion Fruit
FA0020

Cheerful and fresh
note of passion fruit.

Passion Fruit
FA1879

Intriguing, distinctive
and definitely exotic.

Passionfruit
FA1724

Ripe and intense fruit.

Peach
FA0079

Juicy yellow peach.

Peach - White
FA0521

Ripe white peach.

Peach - White
FA1712

The fruity flavour of
white peach.

Peanut
FA0278

Typical flavour of
roasted peanuts in
shell (bagigi).

Pear
FA0044

Ripe and
juicy pear.



Peach

Pear Rocha
FA2393

Sweet, juicy pear with
light floral hints.

Pecan
FA1970

Creamy and intense
pecan flavor.

Pine Nut
FA2376

Intense pine
nut flavour.

Pineapple
FA0061

The sweet taste
of pineapple.

Pineapple
FA1706

Fresh pineapple
with tropical notes.

Pineapple Costa
Rica Special
FA1793

Costa Rican pineapple,
ripe and juicy.

Pineapple
Kenyan Special
FA1776

Kenyan pineapple,
fresh and sweet.

Pink
FA1655

Strawberry flavor,
accompanied by
notes of vanilla.

Pink Grapefruit
FA1694

Citrusy, with notes
of pink grapefruit.

Pink Guava
FA1870

Characteristic notes
of Pink Guava.

Pistachio
FA0157

Fresh pistachio
flavour, little marked
roasted notes.

Characteristic of
medium-roasted
pistachio.

Pistachio -
Medium Roasted
FA2469

Pomegranate
FA0391

Aromatic notes of ripe
pomegranate.

Pomegranate Extra
FA1857

Juicy and concentrated
pomegranate.

Prickly Pear
FA1866

Typical notes of ripe
Sicilian fruit.

Queen
FA1624

Mix of red fruits and
citrus fruits.

Sweet notes of
raspberry.

Raspberry
FA0064

Raspberry
FA1720

Juicy raspberry
flavour.

Raspberry Blue
FA1690

Raspberry candy.

Very sweet raspberry
candy.

Raspberry Candy
FA1789



Sweet and fruity
flavour of juicy forest
berries.

Red and
Blackcurrant
FA1705

Red Currant
FA1716

The ripe taste of red
currants.

Sea Buckthorn
FA1867

Sweet fruity flavour,
similar to pineapple,
bitter orange and
tropical undertones.

Strawberry
FA0045

Typical notes of ripe
strawberry.

Strawberry
FA2371

The taste of
strawberry, with
less ripe notes.

Strawberry
FA1707

Ripe strawberry.

Strawberry - Green
FA1816

Typical fresh green
strawberry, freshly
picked, with unripe
notes.

Strawberry - Juicy
FA1558

Ripe strawberry,
sweet and juicy.

Strawberry - Wild
FA2286

The wild taste of
wild strawberry.

Strawberry - Wild
FA1704

Notes of the wild
strawberry.

Strawberry Jam
FA1877

Sweet taste of
strawberry jam.

Strawberry
Mountain Forest
FA1869

Mountain strawberry.

Summer Clouds
FA0693

Fruity, with peach
notes and floral
hints.

Tropyc
FA1262

Tropical citrus
flavour, with hints
of mango.

Tutti Frutti
FA0264

Fruity with sweet
notes, characteristic
of chewing gum.

Tuttifrutti
FA1710

An explosion of flavors,
a fresh fruit salad.

Vimtonic
FA1623

Balanced mix of
currants and
raspberries, with hints
of white grapes.

Walnut
FA0043

Classic nutty notes.

Watermelon
FA0080

Fresh flavour of red
watermelon.

Watermelon
FA1715

The thirst-quenching
flavour of watermelon.



Yuzu - Natural

Japanese citrus with
notes of lemon,
grapefruit and
tangerine.

FA1965



TOBACCO



Black Fire

Very dry, with slight
hint of dried leaves,
with white woody
undertones.

7 Leaves Burley
FA0595 FA0536FA0614

Intense hint of
woody smoke with
delicate caramel
background notes.

Tobacco base, smooth,
with hints of floral
notes.

Cam Blend
FA0576

Dark Vapure
FA0534

Cuban Avana
FA0551

Sumptuous in flavour
and deep, like the
island's characteristic
tobacco.

Cowboy Blend
FA0542

Cigar Old
FA0619

Decano
FA1738

Desert Ship
FA0539

The aroma of strong
Turkish tobacco, with
sweet and fruity notes.

Dusk
FA0629

Smooth and mild
tobacco that combines
the taste of licorice with
an undertone of wood.

Exoria
FA1426

Taste of tobacco,
citrus and exotic
fruits.

Glory
FA1040

Intense tobacco with
notes of dried fruit.

Gold
FA1654

Latakia
FA0537

Layton Blend
FA0625

A tobacco with a
strong, intense and
fruity taste.

Liquid Amber
FA0569

A slight fruity note and
a delicate sourness in
the aftertaste.

Maxx Blend
FA0574

Richly flavored,
aromatic and just the
right amount of spice.

Mellow Sunset
FA0535

Less intense than Dark
Vapure, with sweeter
flavor and licorice
aftertaste.

Blend of woody,
spicy and aromatic
notes.

Durable flavour and
roasted cocoa
aftertaste.

Tobacco aroma with
floral notes and
roasted cocoa.

Aromatic notes of
the classic cigar.

Dried and smoked
tobacco leaves.

An unparalleled
tobacco blend,
sweetened by a few
drops of honey.

Dry tobacco with
floral notes.

Oryental 4
FA0612

Light and delicate,
with sweet notes.



Ozone
FA0617

Floral notes, with a
full-bodied, pleasantly
tart base.

Perique Black
FA0552

Royal 
FA0592

Rhapsody
FA1676

Reggae Night
FA0613

Purple
FA1573

RY4
FA0608

Shade
FA0575

Deep and not very
sweet. Distinct and
pleasantly persistent
flavour.

Soho
FA0825

Rich, full-bodied,
intense flavour.

Storm
FA1041

Turkish Premium
FA0701

Virginia
FA0541

Sweet, smooth
and aromatic.

Dark, firm, rough.

A pleasant woody
accord, fresh and
sweet. Intriguing and
delicate.

Tuscan Reserve
FA0607

Smooth, balanced
aroma with slight hints
of embersmoke.

Dry hints of tobacco
and sweet notes of
vanilla and caramel.

Dark, spicy
tobacco, a pure
storm of emotions.

Tobacco with
roasted notes.

Floral aroma,
smelling "amazing."

Enveloping, delicate
tobacco with a
sweet, citrusy heart.

Intense tobacco with
rich notes.



DRINKS
COCKTAILS
LIQUEURS



Beer

The sweet taste of
barley malt.

Barley Malt Black Tea
FA0230FA0436

Typical notes of a
classic blonde lager,
with hints of hops.

Black tea, with a
strong flavour and
richer than green tea.

Brandy
FA0169

Typical Brandy
notes, warm and
enveloping.

Cola Twist
FA1868

FA0397

Cola with spicy notes
and characteristic
citrus body.

Cappuccino**
FA0600

Classic cappuccino or
coffee-milk.

Coffee
FA0520

The intense unique
aroma of coffee.

FA1940

The fragrance of
coffee, with lighter
roasted notes.

Coffee - Natural
FA0097

The fresh taste of the
world's most famous
soft drink.

Cola

Creamy Liqueur
Special
FA1779

Whiskey cream with
coffee and caramel
notes.

Earl Grey Tea
FA1872

Intense green tea with
citrus notes of
bergamot.

FA1709

Refreshing fruity
energy drink with
marked notes.

Energy Drink
Fruity

Fresh Tea
FA2245

Green tea, aromatic,
fresh, with sweet
notes.

Fresh and balsamic,
Gin-flavoured.

Gin - Natural
FA0179

Orange liqueur with
sweet fruity
undertones.

Grand Marnier
FA2389

Green Tea
FA0321

Green tea with a
milder flavour than
black tea.

Hyper Cola
FA1747

More concentrated
cola taste, more
pungent and
sparkling notes.

Ibisco - Karkadè
FA2394

Floral, fresh hibiscus
tea or karkade tea.

Iced Peach Tea
FA2001

Typical taste of
fresh peach tea
drink.

Icy Cola
FA1764

Taste of ice-cold
cola.



Irish Cream
FA0253

The Irish drink made
from whiskey and
cream.

Jamaica Special
FA0178

Intense aged
Rhum flavour.

Lemon Vodka
FA2384

Vodka with dry and
alcoholic notes.

Mad Fruit
FA0348

The taste of the famous
energy drink.

Mastiha Greek
FA1851

Typical Greek liqueur
flavoured with Mastic
from Chios.

Matcha Tea - Natural
FA2068

Japanese green tea,
intense and balsamic.

FA0268

Light fresh milk taste.

Milk

Mojito - Natural
FA1975

Cocktail made with
white rhum, mint, lime,
brown sugar and ice.

Moscato Wine
FA1930

Sweet Moscato wine
with fruity notes.

Orange Liqueur
FA2339

Orange liqueur with
typical Grand Marnier
notes.

Pina Colada
Brazilian Special
FA1807

Cocktails with notes
of pineapple and
coconut.

Pink Gin - Natural
FA1976

Cocktail gin, with
bitter notes.

Pink Lemonade
FA1893

Fresh, citrusy drink.

Prosecco - Natural
FA1977

Fresh and sparkling,
like prosecco bubbles.

FA0086

Aromatic notes of
red wine.

Red Wine

FA1933

Drier and gently
woody, with
alcoholic notes.

Rhum Cuban
Deluxe

FA0110

Fresh and fruity,
notes of sparkling
white wine.

Sparkling White
Wine

FA2429

Blend of Irish whiskey,
pleasant undertone of
sweet and fruity notes.

Tullamore Dew
Wiskey

Whisky
FA0161

Flavor of classic
Anglo-Saxon whiskey.

FA0059

Sweet and creamy
milk flavour.

Milk - Condensed



Whisky
FA1723

Whiskey with
enveloping notes of
oak and peat.

White Wine
FA0111

Aromatic notes of
white wine.

FA1653

Citrusy aroma, with
fresh cola notes.

Yellow



SAVOURY



FA1863

Herbs with notes of
rosemary and sage.

Bread Crust
FA0210

Bread crust, taste of
freshly baked bread.

Clove - Natural
FA0554

Clove, slight
spiciness and sweet,
balsamic note.

Cinnamon
FA0256

Spicy flavor, enhanced
by sweetish undertones.

Aromatic Herbs -
Natural FA0555

Notes of honey, lime,
rose, sandalwood and
eucalyptus.

Cardamom - Natural
FA0166

Black pepper.

Black Pepper

Ginger - Natural
FA2402

Ginger.



FRESH
ICY



Lemon and Mint -
Natural 
FA2301

The right balance of
freshness and acidity.

Peppermint
FA1718

Mix of mint with a
burst of freshness.

Spearmint
FA0593

Characteristic notes
of candy and
chewing gum.

Xtra-Mint
FA1605

Concentrated
peppermint blend
with menthol and icy
notes.

Menthol - Natural
FA0570

Fresh notes with icy
perception.

Peppermint -
Natural
FA0292

Mentholated and
fresh notes.

Eucalyptus
FA0293

Eucalyptus with fresh
and mentholated notes.

Pinus Sibirica
FA1881

Sweet Siberian pine
with fresh notes.

Mint flavour with icy
notes.

Cool Minty
FA1729FA0062

A sweet and fresh taste
reminiscent of menthol
and licorice aroma.

Anise - Natural

Licorice Plus
FA0624

Characteristic woody
notes of the plant.



 
FLORAL

 



Plant with fruity notes,
also known by the
name barberry.

Berberis
FA1886

Jasmine - Natural 
FA0205

Intense jasmine.

Lavender - Natural
FA0503

Lavender.

Oak Wood
FA0171

Wood notes.

Ylang Ylang - Natural
FA0481

Tropical plant
widespread in
Southeast Asia.

Rose - Natural
FA0199

Perfumery rose.

Violet - Special
FA2379

Intense violet.

Sakura Petals -
Natural
FA2067

Sakura floral, Japanese
peach blossoms.

FA0350

Floral and delicate.

Violet

Pungent and
fresh flower.

Elderflower
FA2330



ENHANCERS



To counteract the
"sweetness" by
increasing the
perception of bitterness.

Bitter Wizard
FA0594

Flash
FA0611

To add HIT, with a
"spicy" touch.

Jammy / Candy
Wizard
FA1639
To make everything
sweeter and
"confectionery."

MTS Vape Wizard
FA0538

MTS stands for Mellow,
Thick and Smooth: it
makes vapor round,
thick and smooth.

Polar Blast
FA1548

Our "icy" to give a
touch of "icy delight".

Sweet
FA2437

Our sweetener to add
just the right amount
of sweetness. 

Ice Ultra
FA2490

Our new ice, odorless,
colorless, the
unmistakable "frozen."

Sweet Ultra
FA2489

The sweetness you've
never experienced,
odorless and colorless.



CERTIFICATIONS
 FlavourArt produces food-grade flavours 

and has achieved the most prestigious industry
certifications over the years  including ISO 9001, ISO 14001,

FSSC 22000, BRC&IFS, Kosher, Halal.
 

 FlavourArt flavours are developed and formulated in
compliance with the European 

CE regulations and US FDA regulations.
 

For extra thoroughness, we have also chosen 
to use only FEMA GRAS approved molecules,

in line with FlavourArt's stringent and reliable approach.
 

Furthermore, all of our flavours are assigned a
Unique Formula Identifier (UFI) code.



CUSTOMIZATIONS
 Let's create your flavour together.

We compound from scratch any single flavour. 
The only limit is imagination.

We have more than 1,000 ingredients in our catalog.
 

Our approach is very simple, and is based 
on a real understanding of our customers requirements.



FlavourArt is pleased to launch the new project “FlavourArt Lab”.
FlavourArt Lab will design bespoke flavours, working step by step together

with the Customer, from testing to product evaluation,
up to the final production stage, with customized proposals 

able to satisfy the most demanding requests.
 
 

FlavourArt Lab is a mix of skills, technical and product experience 
that we will put at the service of our Clients

to support and assist them in the growth of their business 
with commercial solutions, exclusive and confidential formulas, 

based on a relationship of mutual trust that has always 
distinguished the FlavourArt approach.

 
For anyone looking for a flavour bouquet

different from those proposed in our catalog,
 FlavourArt provides  30-years experience and expertise

to develop custom aroma notes and nuances,
quickly and with extreme flexibility in production quantities.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FLAVOURART  LAB



Flavourart srl
Via delle Industrie 26
28047 Oleggio (NO) 
Italy

+39 0321 960553

www.flavourart.com

customer@flavourart.it

+39 327 2268508
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